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Worst Case Scenario
When one looks at the history of the coronavirus over the last 20 years one sees this following
type of a pattern. SARS 2002 was not having a high R-Naught (R0) nor a high death rate. It was
contained. The MERES Coronavirus 2012 following it had a high death rate but a low R0. It was
contained. R0 = The number of people expected to be infected by one infected person.

This new coronavirus causing COVID-19, has a Higher R0 but not a significantly higher death
rate. It was not able to be contained. It left every country struggling on their own for self
containment with some countries more smart than others because of the proclivity of various
leaders. Apparently it was that higher R0 that was blamed for the devastation. But, that R0 was not
alarmingly high.

Something does not seem to add up with this pandemic. Why are politicians taking such
devastating economic policies? Not satisfied on that one yet. We must note that no one was able
to to find that one starter person in China. No one was able to find the animal(s) vectors. This
leaves a lot of worry in one’s mind. Shy did China sit on the information and lie about deaths for
some 6 weeks? What we are getting is conjecture.

That means if there are human hands involved with these coronaviruses then the next virus to
come at us will have (may have) solved the problem of both natural immunity AND the R0 issue
too. That then, will be devastating. 

Thus, this shutdown functions as a global test on how to protect against a truly devastating virus,
not by the hand of God, but by the hand of man. That is the worst case scenario. Ignoring this
warning will have devastating results to those who ignore the warning, if it turns out to be true.
We are talking the future here now so, please be clear on that. If worst-case turns out not to be
true then we will have a robust protection plan to protect us against ah,,,,, God.

And a bonus thought now.
Might this shut-down we are experiencing be how the ImmortalityDate pans out when the
IMMANENCE of human immortality becomes apparent? Ah, what’s that??? Is IMMANENCE
already upon us thus, some country is trying to test out it’s own shutdown procedures ahead of
launching it’s Coup De Grâce? Well, we don’t really know..... yet. 

We need some people thinking this way and planning for defence protocols. Not punitive
protocols but, effective protocols for ourselves.
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We now know how a rogue
country can shut down the world.
FEAR

As I have said before, we may be looking at a Star Wars Trooper get-up to protect ourselves.
How do we get an inexpensive but, effective one that can be given to everyone?

Some years ago the web site ImmortalityDate.com came out December 6, 2014. And an article on
that site might start us off. 

https://ImmortalityDate.com/the-race-is-on.pdf

So, there are three things to worry about and plan against. AI, Billionaires (extrapolate the multi-
Millionaires in on that bunch too please ), and now a new thing to worry about is a rogue country
trying to kill off a large population while preserving their own. 

Ah, gees, isn’t life great in these modern times? Anyone want to just forget about it and go
dancing? Okay, okay, not forget about it, but go dancing anyay. LOL Ya, I’ll buy that.

Maybe Wellness as a journey might be smart. See see it on our Library page.
https://OptimalHealthSecrets.com/Library/Miscellaneous%20Articles/wellness-is-a-journey
-rather-than-a-destination.pdf

Let’s Say Again (Sorry for the political rant.)
Seeing as I have a few lines here, I still think the wealthy and especially the mega-wealthy, should
come to the table now in taxes. CEOs of all large corporations that pay huge, obscene fees to
their upper management should pay now because it is the little people, the middle class people,
the poor people who pay the way for these mega rich. AND, lets not forget those foreign
conglomerates or even just very large companies, who come into our country, pay no taxes, pay
our workers poorly then abscond with our money taking it out of the country. Don’t we really
want to do something about that? Do we really want to be bailing them out so they can take our
money out of our country again and not pay any of this pandemic recovery plan. Come on! Okay,
I feel a bit better now that I have had my rant. It’s therapy for me. LOL
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